
The use of Anti-Crak® fibers is a proven and accepted alternative to 
prevent plastic shrinkage and welded wire mesh (WWM) when used for 
crack reduction in residential and light commercial concrete floors. 
Anti-Crak® fibers are compatible with all kinds of floors, including those 
with underfloor heating. They can also reinforce mortars efficiently 
whether it is for resurfacing, repairing or even tiling adhesive.
Thanks to their density being close to that of concrete, Anti-Craks® 
fibers are distributed throughout the matrix, as opposed to mesh which 
is quite often not located in the optimum position.
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APPLICATION

DeLIver INg sOLuT IONs -  TrANsfOrmINg mArkeTs -  eNhANCINg L Ives

BeNefITs
 �Alternative to wire mesh reinforcement
 �Control and prevention of 

cracking 
 �Fast and uniform dispersion 
 �Smooth finish / virtually invisible on 

surface
 �Does not float or sink
 �Safe and easy to handle 
 �Does not corrode

 �Excellent compatibility with cement matrix
 �Excellent workability at increased dosage
 � Increases chemical resistance (e.g. 

unaffected by deicing products)
 �Extends serviceability
 �Long term durability
 �Does not entrap air 

 �RESIDEntIAL FLooRS

 � LIght CommERCIAL FLooRS

 � tRADItIonAL SCREEDS
 � SELF LEvELIng SCREEDS

PrOCessINg – DOsAge 
Cem-Fil® Fibers Anti-Crak® Hd Anti-Crak® HP 74/12

Anti-Crak® HP 110/18
Anti-Crak® HP 45/24
Anti-Crak® HP 67/36 

Benefits Plastic shrinkage crack reduction

Drying shrinkage crack reduction

 Thermal stress crack reduction

small load resistance

Used for Curing compound substitution

WWr replacement

small rebar replacement

Recommended dosage 0.6 kg/m3

1 lb/cu.yd
0.9 - 1.5 kg/m3

1.5 - 2.5 lb/cu.yd
1.5 - 5 kg/ m3

2.5 - 8 lb/cu.yd
        * AntI-CRAk® FIbERS ARE pARt oF thE CEm-FIL® pRoDuCt RAngE



PACkAgINg

reCOmmeNDATION

QuALITY sTANDArDs - CerTIfICATION

DeLIver INg sOLuT IONs -  TrANsfOrmINg mArkeTs -  eNhANCINg L Ives

Anti-Crak® fibers are packed in individual paper bags (water dispersible) or in plastic bags.

We can accommodate special requests. please contact us.

Do not substitute Anti-Crak® fibers for any structural reinforcement required by building codes

If fibers are introduce into the concrete truck, mixing time should be about 1 minute / kg of fiber introduced with a 
maximum of 10 minutes for high addition rate.

Even at high dosage, the slump of concrete is not adversely affected. no need to add extra water or superplastisizers.

 �Cem-FIL® fibers are manufactured under a quality management System approved to ISo 9001. Additionally the actual 
performance of Cem-FIL® fibers is subject to independent assessment and approval in germany (Zulassung nº Z-3.72.1731).

 �Cem-FIL® fibers meet safety standards according to European Directive 99/45/EC, 67/548/EEC and their latest amendment.

Cem-Fil® Customer service
Alcala de henares, Spain
tel. : + 34.91 885 58 03
Fax : + 34.91 885 58 34
Cem-fil@owenscorning.com

WWW.CEm-FIL.Com
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the information and data contained herein is offered solely as a guide in the selection of a reinforcement. the information contained in this publication is based on actual laboratory data and field 
test experience. We believe this information to be reliable, but do not guarantee its applicability to the user’s process or assume any responsibility or liability arising out of its use or performance. 
the user agrees to be responsible for thoroughly testing any application to determine its suitability before committing to production. 
It is important for the user to determine the properties of its own commercial compounds when using this or any other reinforcement. because of numerous factors affecting results, we make 
no warranty of any kind, express or implied, including those of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Statements in this publication shall not be construed as representations or 
warranties or as inducements to infringe any patent or violate any law safety code or insurance regulation.
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